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Author's response to reviews:

Dear Editor,

Cover letter addressing changes made to manuscript

1. The heading 'Title' has been removed.
2. Each author has been linked correctly to their corresponding affiliation with superscript numbers.
3. Each affiliation has been provided with the correct format.
4. The authors' qualifications have been removed from the title page.
5. The country (UK) has been included.
6. The declaration has been removed.
7. The Abstract has been structured into Background, Case presentation and Conclusions. The new abstract has also been uploaded.
8. The manuscript section has been designed as requested into: Abstract; background; case presentation; conclusions; abbreviations (has been added); competing interests included; authors’ contributions; references (formatted and all authors included with et al removed; have been cited in the text using consecutive nos. in square brackets and superscripts have been removed).
9. 11 references have been included and no.3 is a new reference.

Thank you for your interest in our case.

Regards,
Dr Sujoy Khan
Dr K Myers